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President Trump’s Korean Peninsula Gambit
 Highlights:
What exactly is the strategy that President Trump has now deployed to neutralize BRICS and 
Shanghai Silk Road which is the main recognized threat to the Federal Reserve System 
controlled American economic situation?

President Trump’s advisers now realize that unless the BRICS nations system and the new budding
Shanghai Silk Road trading pact is neutralized, eventually the Federal Reserve System will be reduced
in power and reach, and the US Petro Dollar will cease to be the World’s Reserve Currency. 

1- Trump’s strategy appears to be to counter Kim Jong Un’s saber-rattling and weapons display by
sending subs and a carrier group near Korea, deploying massive amounts of well-armed drones that
can strike North Korea with below-radar stealth attacks, and moving B1 and B2 bombers within easy
striking distance of North Korea. But it is unlikely that this is what President Trump’s real agenda is.

2- A good bet is that President Trump has made a secret deal with China. This deal involves China
being allowed to take back Taiwan as long as they deal with it like they did when they took back Hong
Kong from the UK when their lease ran out. China left Hong Kong intact to operate as it was because it
was so profitable and economics is a big concern of the new China. China agrees to cut off coal and
food from North Korea and allow Trump to stage strategic strikes to remove Kim Jong Un from power.
China allows Korea to be re-united as long as there will be no US military in Korea anymore and no
nuclear weapons anywhere in the Korean peninsula, north or south.

3- President Trump will allow BRICS and Shanghai Silk Road AIIB to continue as long as they
participate in a new IMF special Drawing Rights form of World Reserve Currency, making room for
America to stay in the game, while allowing room for BRICS and the new Shanghai Silk-Road AIIB
trade pact, which are both growing. Has President Trump set up the negotiated end of the FRS while
appearing to be fighting for it; and just how dangerous a game is this for America?

4- Some of President Trump’s advisers may have different plans and may try to set off a full nuclear
exchange-based WW3 with Russia and China by provoking them to act first, or staging a nuclear false-
flag to be falsely blamed on Russia.
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